
The Wild Sixteen 
 

 

All of Sedessa, with a few local additions here and there, worships a pantheon called the Wild Sixteen. “Wild” 

in this context means “uncorrupted.” The origins of most of these gods are lost to history; some were ancient 

heroes elevated to godhood, while others are cosmic forces with wills and names that far predate sentient life. 

Most Sedessans worship the entire pantheon while focusing more individually on certain gods. Those of the 

Acolyte background may choose any of these gods to follow, and receive a small boon as a reward for their 

faith. Paladins and Clerics swear fealty to one of these gods in exchange for powerful abilities. All players are 

encouraged to select preferred gods, explain their significance to the character, and add to the worldbuilding. 

Each city under the patronage of a specific god is home to a grand temple and school in their honor. Prayers 

offered at an allshrine which effectively combine appeals to the right gods can garner advantages on rolls. 

 

Mirua, the ColdmotherMirua, the Coldmother (Death, NG) 

Domain: peace, death, sleep, winter, cold, rest, patience, idle work, fallow fields, care for things seldom used. 
Patron of: the city of Waymouth, the elderly, those about to travel, woodcutters, the sleeping, the dead. 
The priests of Mirua are the funeraries, crematories, and morticians. They carry the dead from the arms of 

Sanator and into the embrace of the Loving Void. They are also the sculptors and janitors tending the fixtures 

of Her marble city. Mirua is depicted as a woman in a long gown, with long hair, the face and hands of an 

elegant older woman, and the hooves and antlers of a stag; the back of her gown is split open to reveal that the 

rest of her body is bleached bones. She is often shown wreathed in a crown of holly, oak leaves and icicles. 

Mirua is the wife of Sanator, the sister of Los and Forosh, and the daughter of Fedna. 

 

Los, the Daystar Los, the Daystar (Life, NG) 

Domain: the Sun, fire, heat, daytime, light, the breath, health, good feelings, summer, hope, optimism, life. 
Patron of: the city of Rust Mesa, young adults, farmers, those who are following their desires. 
Los appears in the form of a strong, young person of varying race, whose body is a translucent bright orange, 

made of light. He does not have a mouth or nose, only eyes. He is the land’s ancient sun god, the face of a few 

sects that emphasize his importance above others. Los is the child of Fedna, the sibling of Mirua and Forosh, 

and the parent of Velas and Ebisa. 

 

Fedna, the BlackstarFedna, the Blackstar (Death, CG) 

Domain: empty space, darkness, silence, dreamless sleep, unconsciousness, souls, reincarnation, the astral. 
Patron: the city of Aleister, the terminally ill and very old, the comatose, the depressed & suicidal, the grieving, 
Also called the Blackmother, the Mother of Souls, and the Loving Void. While priests of Mirua prepare the dead 

for passing, the devoted of Fedna are concerned with tracing the movements of souls through lifetimes of 

reincarnation, and the passing of spirits between the planes. It is whispered in tavern rumor that they maintain 

a secret gate into the Astral beneath one of their temple keeps. Fedna is the mother of Mirua, Forosh, and Los. 



Velas, the Lantern of Morning Velas, the Lantern of Morning (Light, LG)  

Domain: the right hand, the tides, dreams, waking, truth, affinity, trust, friendship, honesty, the right path. 
Patron of: sailors, the Morning City, groups of friends, people who value honesty and kindness, aasimar. 
If the Sun is the bringer of health and joy, Velas is the one who keeps His lessons alive in times of dark. 

Followers of Velas maintain a strict moral path of honesty in order to live as examples. Believing all people are 

inherently kind but become jaded through repeatedly coming to harm, the devoted of Velas swear to dismantle 

meanness and grift wherever they see it. His clerics and paladins take a vow never to lie or speak petty insults. 

Velas and Forosh are the two gods who preside over schools of psychotherapy. 
 

Ebisa, the Lantern of EveningEbisa, the Lantern of Evening (Trickery, CN) 

Domain: the left hand, the tides, dreams, falling asleep, illusion, deception, mistakes, mismatches, dislikes. 
Patron of: sailors, the Evening City, illusionists, liars, grifters, pickpockets, keepers of secrets, infernals. 
Ebisa represents the shadow side of free will, the arts of dishonesty and skills of social conflict. Just as Ebisa is 

made dark by Velas blocking the light of the sun, the sapient mind is driven to seek the light of comfort and 

becomes less sure of its own happy, giving nature when that light is eclipsed by knowledge of worldly truths. 

The disillusioned and those who engage in political ambition have much to gain from Ebisa’s favor, as do those 

of pure intent who nonetheless hold back terrible secrets. 

 

Ibith, the MusicianIbith, the Musician (Knowledge, LN) 
Domain: cause & effect, consequences, systems, rule & law, physics, music, language, math, engineering, school 
Patron of: musicians, linguists, lawyers, scholars, engineers, designers, inventors, mages, the city of Nomos. 
Ibith was created from the shadow cast the first time Velas blocked Ebisa from the light of the Sun. She serves 

as a winged messenger between the twins, who cannot ever get close enough to talk. Ibith is the creator of 

natural laws and of angels and demons, the creatures she employs to maintain the cosmic balance between 

organism and entropy, altruism and greed. She appears as an angel with six wings, six arms, and three wide 

eyes stacked atop each other on a vaguely human face over an eerily wide mouth. Her hands carry a scroll, a 

wheel, a bundle of rope, a panflute, a bowl of water, and a drawing compass. Her unclothed body is draped with 

strings of jewelry made from small everyday metal objects, buckles, keys, etc. She is otherwise hairless and 

featureless and can appear in any color. She can make multiple floating hands appear out of her chest playing 

musical instruments. 

 

Sem, the Gilded King of SkullsSem, the Gilded King of Skulls (War, LE) 

Domain: money, gold, bought loyalty, the family house, pride, image, prestige, reputation, the whims of fortune 
Patron of: casarchs (house heads), prisoners, thieves, mercenaries, smugglers, pirates, the city of Echelon. 
Sem, depicted as a crowned, bejeweled skeleton, dripping with gold and holding spilling goblets, is also called 

the King of Fortune. Those moneygrubbing folks who think pointless violence gauche and subtle grift toothless 

might find the singleminded greed of Sem inviting. His devoted swear to maximize profit at anyone’s expense. 

The merito-merchantocracy of Echelon was created in his service. 

 



Forosh, the FaltererForosh, the Falterer (Tempest, CG) 

Domain: oceans, guilt, penitence, forgiveness, self-awareness, carelessness, apologies, second chances 
Patron of: the Sunken City, the drowned, those who feel guilt, sailors 
When Forosh created the oceans, he did not know it would kill all of the life that was on the earth in those 

days. For his mistake, he chose to punish himself by chaining his body to the center of the earth, with bonds 

that stripped his powers, so he could do no more harm. His followers’ tradition is one of traveling the world to 

heal those of low self-esteem, and their prayers and rituals exist out of love, to tell Forosh that he is loved and 

forgiven, hoping that it will one day be enough to convince him to break his bonds and return. Forosh is the son 

of Fedna, the brother of Los and Mirua, and the father of Insenna. 

 

Senashpa, the WildcrafterSenashpa, the Wildcrafter (Nature, NG) 

Domain: wild plants, mushrooms and lichen, herbal knowledge, ecology, natural medicine, forests, foraging 
Patron of: the city of Fenjohal, hedgewitches, forest dwellers, subsistence gatherers, herbalists, apothecarians 
A satyr whose unparalleled skill in bushcraft and equally strong love for her firbolg wife cemented her and her 

family a place among the gods. Senashpa is the wife of Wifma and mother to Tengma. Devotees of Senashpa 

operate a scientifically advanced school of natural medicine in Fenjohal, working closely with the scholars of 

Sanator based out of Seulsuna despite the distance between the two cities. She watches over the woods. 

 

Wifma, Heart of HearthWifma, Heart of Hearth (Light, LG) 
Domain: the home, the hearth, cooking, food, fire, safety, modest abundance, the made purposes of things 
Patron of: the city of Windknell, homemakers, the family at home, babies and children, parents, ancestors 
A firbolg matriarch whose excellence in hearthcraft and love for her satyr wife surpassed that of mortal reach, 

earning her and her family a state of godhood. The city of Windknell is home to the world’s foremost culinary 

and carpentry schools in her honor. These three gods are specifically important to halfling and sylvan cultures. 

  

Tengma, the All-BirdTengma, the All-Bird (Nature, N) 

Domain: wild animals, trapping, tracking, hunting, survival skills, falconry, archery, riding, sledding 
Patron of: the city of Strona, druids, hunters, trappers, rangers, archers, falconers, equestrians, trainers 
Tengma is the god of druidry, of beasts and beastmastery, of the hunt, the hunters and the prey. They hatched 

from an egg in Wifma’s fire. They can take any form but most often appear as one large or several small birds. 

 

Sanator, the Deathstayer Sanator, the Deathstayer (Life, LG) 

Domain: surgery, medical magic & science, the organs, hospitals, healing, medicine, the threshold on the void 
Patron of: the dying, surgeons, doctors, nurses, therapists, healers, sex workers, hospice, the city of Seulsuna. 
While Fedna is the keeper of souls, and Mirua leads the dead home to her safely, Sanator is the guardian at the 

gate deciding who to send back into the world and who has reached their death. A death saving throw is a 

direct appeal to Sanator, remembered by the dying who survive as a dice game played across a table from 

Sanator in the foyer of the Astral. Sanator is the husband of Mirua. He is most often depicted as a bare 

skeleton dressed in the same simple robes and surgeon’s bandoliers as the doctors who serve him. 



 

Hyle, Hands of BladesHyle, Hands of Blades (War, CE) 

Domain: violence, destruction, force, war, conflict, explosions, earthquakes, eruptions, weapons, ill intent 
Patron of: the city of Faldsteel, barbarians, fighters, weaponsmiths, guards, mercenaries, miners 
Hyle is the most mysterious of the gods, having no known origin story and no familial links to the other gods. He 

is sometimes called the Blood Son or Blood Prince. Those whose personal sense of ethics stems from the social 

contract rather than from empathy, and who offer little struggle against their own violent tendencies, will find 

themselves well blessed by the Blood Son’s path and well educated by his acolytes’ martial school.  

 

Istett, the Incipient Istett, the Incipient (Knowledge, CN) 

Domain: learning, reading, memorization, practice, novelty, evolution, creativity, inspiration, discovery, travel 
Patron of: wizards, students, neophytes, recruits, immigrants, explorers, the newly poor, the city of Olvash. 
Whether you rush into all new things with enthusiasm, or you feel like an alien in a confusing society, Istett 

understands you. Istett is the traditional patron to take upon embarking on magical study; the transition from 

favoring Istett to favoring Ment is one of great significance that occurs when a wizard takes their first student. 

 

Ment, the PedagogueMent, the Pedagogue (Knowledge, LN) 

Domain: history, philology, philosophy, magecraft and magic, technique, tradition, authorship, archivism. 
Patron of: wizards, teachers, authors, scholars, librarians, mapmakers, archivists, researchers, the city Erdenn. 
Patron of the great school that unites the twin cities across Rabbit Run, Ment watches over all who teach or 

preserve knowledge. Ment stands for old ideas as Istett stands for new, using the past to guide the future. 

 
Insenna, Long Woman of the Air Insenna, Long Woman of the Air (Tempest, CN) 

Domain: lightning, strong feelings, sex and orgasm, self-expression, intoxication, falling in love, parties, autumn 
Patron of: the city of Wing, teenagers, young adults, performers, hedonists, people in love, people having sex, 
people dancing, the drunk and high, lesbians, trans people, intersex people, marginalized people, planehoppers. 
In Sedessan culture, thunderstorms are associated with revelry, sexuality, and reckless enjoyment. Insenna is 

arguably the most popular of the gods, second only to the worship of city patrons in their own cities. She is 

represented as an unnaturally long-limbed and slender wild-elven woman, bald-headed, clad only in a loincloth 

of peacock feathers, whose skin glows a blue gold and whose eyes are solid black. She is a trans intersex 

lesbian; immigrants from other lands where people with these qualities are oppressed flock to her temple in no 

small number, making the city of Wing a center of queer immigrant culture. Every summer, a massive two-week 

festival is held in her honor in the desert outside Rust Mesa, in an area known as Red Rock, in which giant 

flammable effigies are built, and through rituals both religious and magical in nature, are set ablaze with 

natural lightning. Insenna is linked in folklore to cats, horses and foxes, animals thought to be especially 

fun-loving; and to peacocks, long associated with the nomadic partygoers who travel with loose flocks of them 

as a source of both food and the feathers they use to adorn their already elaborate ensembles. The ages sixteen 

through twenty-six in a human lifespan, or the rough equivalent otherwise, are understood as belonging to 



Insenna, an age when people in most cultures are encouraged to emphasize enjoyment over practical concerns 

of the future. 


